Retinoids differentially regulate the proliferation of colon cancer cell lines.
In this study, the proliferative effects of retinoids were examined in the MC-26 and LoVo colon adenocarcinoma cell lines. The proliferation of the LoVo cell line was not altered in the presence of the retinoids all trans-retinoic acid (atRA) and 9-cis-retinoic acid (9-cis-RA). Both retinoids, however, stimulated the growth, as measured by cell proliferation, of MC-26 cells. atRA and 9-cis-RA were equipotent in increasing MC-26 cell proliferation, suggesting that the growth stimulation is mediated by one or more retinoic acid receptors (RARs). To determine the RAR which might be responsible for this growth stimulatory effect, we characterized the RAR subtypes which were present in both cell lines. mRNA for the RAR alpha, RAR beta, and RAR gamma were detected in the MC-26 cell. Of the RARs present in MC-26 cells, the RAR alpha does not mediate the growth stimulatory effects of retinoids, for a selective RAR alpha antagonist was unable to prevent the retinoid-induced increase in MC-26 cell growth. RAR alpha, RAR beta, and RAR gamma mRNA are also expressed in the LoVo cell line; the lack of growth-stimulation by retinoids in LoVo cells, therefore, does not seem to be due to the absence of RARs. The results obtained in these experiments demonstrate that the growth response elicited by retinoids can vary between colon cancer cells and that the differences in response may not be solely determined by the RAR subtypes which are expressed in a colon cancer cell line.